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Welcome to this new issue of ISR-Connected showcasing the diversity of research activities and

achievements of the ISR-Lisboa community. Hope this issue will inspire you to keep on sharing

our collective results. 

 

José Santos-Victor

What is new
 

The robotics experience in Amadee20 (a

simulated mission to Mars in Neguev desert) lead

by Rodrigo Ventura, Rute Luz and Jéssica

Corujeira was tested this month.  

Explained in detail in Público, our researchers

developed two devices to help astronauts

teleoperate a rover without visual input. Using a

sensory glove and an attitude and traction

feedback device, the operator feels the robot

movement in his hands, preventing unnecessary

falls that could damage the robot.  

Alexandre Bernardino presented FIREFRONT to

President Marcelo Rebelo de Sousa at Aeroclube

de Torres Vedras (ISR-Lisboa partner in this

project) 75th birthday. 

Firefront consists in developing a solution to

support firefighting actions in forest fires through

the realtime detection and tracking of fire fronts

and reburns. This will be achieved by processing

the information acquired from manned and

unmanned aerial vehicles equipped with

specialized sensing and communication systems,

that overfly the affected areas.  

https://mailchi.mp/7cd6ecbd4340/isr-connected-september-8553086?e=[UNIQID]
https://www.publico.pt/2021/10/20/ciencia/noticia/experiencia-portuguesa-simula-comando-robo-marciano-deserto-neguev-1981697


If you don't have access to Público exclusive

content, you can find more in our website. 

You can find more information in Público our

here. 

Catarina Barata, who's a research fellow at ISR

and Invited Assistant Professor at ISR, won a

Google Award for developing Artificial Intelligence

model to melanoma prognosis. Congratulations! 

Melanoma is the most dangerous type of skin

cancer.  Early diagnosis is key to reduce these

numbers, as well as the ability to predict the

progression of the disease and tailored therapies

to the specific patient. “Using AI we are able to

analyze many more cases than any doctor in an

entire lifetime” and “combine different levels of

information”, stresses professor Catarina Barata. 

The Google Research Scholar Awards are

delivered annually and aim to support early-

career professors who are pursuing research in

fields relevant to Google.  

See more. 

ISR-Lisboa was present at FIC.A - Feira

Internacional de Ciência -  premiere in Oeiras

celebrating the research excellence, curiosity and

creativity that characterizes portuguese research. 

Our researchers presented several DSOR

(Dynamical Systems and Ocean Robotics

Laboratory) projects, exploring the marine

robotics theme. Fusion and Delfim_X (both

robots in the picture) were at the

event fascinating visitors and creating interactive

teaching moments between our researchers and

their audience.  

Several other Institutes affiliated to Instituto

Superior Técnico were present at this innitiative,

showing the top notch ressearch developed in

our institution.  

Find more details here.  
 

Ciência Viva club from Escola Secundária

Sebastião e Silva visited ISR-Lisboa. Getting to

know more about the robotic experience lead by

ISR researchers in Amadee20 (simulated Mission

to Mars), the students talked directly with Jéssica

The EU Project Repair, funded by the FET-Open

EIC PAthfinder program, started on September

1st and had its kickoff meeting in Venice. The

goal of RePAIR is to facilitate the reconstruction

process to bring ancient artworks back to life. We

https://welcome.isr.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/control-interface-developed-by-isr-researchers-tested-in-a-simulated-mission-to-mars/
https://www.publico.pt/2019/07/04/ciencia/noticia/projecto-portugues-firefront-utiliza-tecnologia-melhorar-eficacia-resposta-incendios-1878609
https://tecnico.ulisboa.pt/pt/noticias/firefront-um-sistema-inteligente-que-sera-uma-mais-valia-na-detecao-e-combate-de-incendios-florestais/
https://research.google/outreach/research-scholar-program/
https://research.google/outreach/research-scholar-program/
https://tecnico.ulisboa.pt/en/news/isr-researcher-wins-google-award-for-developing-artificial-intelligence-model-to-melanoma-prognosis/
http://dsor.isr.ist.utl.pt/
https://tecnico.ulisboa.pt/pt/noticias/campus-e-comunidade/fic-a-tecnico-nao-faltou-a-celebracao-da-ciencia-e-do-conhecimento/


Corujeira at the Comand Center in Austria.  

Vizzy, Raposa and MBot demonstrations were

also performed, showing the diversity of research

developed in our Institute and the

innumerous purposes of Robotics and Artificial 

Inteligence. In the first collaboration between 

ISR-Lisboa and this Ciência Viva club, the 

students built a "Mars exploration rover", which 

gained the 1th prize in an international contest

(Odysseus II). 
The students made a video of the visit that you

can see here.

will develop an intelligent robotic system that can

autonomously process, match and physically

assemble large fractured artefacts in a fraction of

the time required by humans. The system will be

used to reconstruct two frescos of the

archaeological site of Pompei (~15,000 pieces).

The project is lead by the University of CA

Foscari Venezia. The VisLab/ISR team will

participate in the vision and robotic grasping and

manipulation tasks.

Congratulations to
 

Nuno Monteiro successfully defended his PhD

Thesis in Electrical and Computer Engineering,

entitled "Vision with Plenoptic Cameras".  

It was supervised by José Gaspar (ISR-Lisboa)

and João P. Barreto (University of Coimbra).  

Congratulations to Nuno Monteiro and all

involved! ISR community wishes you all the best. 

Gabriel Moreira had a paper accepted for oral

presentation at the International Conference on

Computer Vision, an opportunity given to only 3%

of all this year submissions. Congratulations! 

Supervised by João Paulo Costeira and Manuel

Marques, our PhD student proposed a new

mathematic solution to Pose Graph Optimization,

increasing its accuracy while drastically

diminishing the time to calculate it.

Workshops and opportunities
 

https://welcome.isr.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/wp-content/uploads/2021/Amadee_4th_week_Full%20HD%201080p_%282%29%20%281%29.mp4


The Multimodal Conversational AI (MuCAI)

workshop took place at ACM Multimedia

conference and allowed researchers and

practitioners to share their experiences and

brainstorm about success and failures in the

topic. ISR's Carlos Santiago was one of the

organizers. Conversational systems have seen a

significant rise in demand due to modern

commercial applications using systems such as

Amazon's Alexa, Apple's Siri, Microsoft's Cortana

and Google Assistant. The research on

multimodal chatbots is a widely underexplored

area, where users and the conversational agent

communicate by natural language and visual

data. The workshop included Alborz Geramifard,

from Facebook, as a keynote speaker, where he

discussed how Facebook is addressing some of

these challenges and their goals, as well as a

very interesting and diversified panel discussion,

joining Zhenzhong Lan (Westlake

University), Alex Rudnicky (CMU/LTI), Melissa

Lim (Product Manager at Farfetch), and Alex

Hauptmann (CMU/LTI) as moderator.

The 38th Annual Scientific Meeting of the

European Society for Magnetic Resonance in

Medicine and Biology (ESMRMB) took place fully

online 7-9 October 2021. ISR's Patrícia

Figueiredo was the Chair of the Congress

Planning Committee and several other members

of ISR actively participated. The congress

focused on the theme of Broadening the MRI

Spectrum, focusing on (1) Exploiting the field

extremes – from technology to applications; (2)

Combining MRI with new materials and

techniques; and (3) AI across the full MRI

pipeline. Besides a fantastic lineup of invited

speakers and scientific presentations, the

congress also featured collaborative sessions

with several European networks in the field of

MRI, and educational courses and interactive

sessions on getting EU grants, going from

research to commercialization, and managing

your career. 
 

https://www.esmrmb.org/congress/esmrmb-2021/


Thanos Vourvopoulos, PhD, Research Fellow at LaSEEB is looking for participants to take part in a study

involving Brain-Computer Interfacing with Virtual Reality through the use of Electroencephalography

(EEG) and/or EEG combined with Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI). 

You are eligible for participation if you: are 18-75 years old, have no past of brain injuries and no

neurological disorders. For fMRI, if you have a pacemaker or any other kind of metal implant, like teeth

implants or others of any kind, in the arteries or brain implants; you will not be able to participate. 

Those interested, please contact Thanos via email: athanasios.vourvopoulos@tecnico.ulisboa.pt.

Research
Hemaxi Narotamo, Sofia Fernandes, Ana Margarida Moreira Soraia Melo, Raquel Seruca, Margarida Silveira and J.

Miguel Sanches, "A machine learning approach for single cell interphase cell cycle staging." Sci Rep,,

(2021).  

 

Maria Teresa Parreira, Kirill Lavrenyuk ,João M. Sanches, Kris Noel Dahl. "A single stiffened nucleus alters cell

dynamics and coherence in a monolayer."  Cytoskeleton, (2021).

 

Marc Golub, Rafael Neto Henriques, Rita Gouveia Nunes, "Free-water DTI estimates from single b-value data

might seem plausible but must be interpreted with care", Magnetic Resonance in Medicine, (2021)  

 

José Frazão, Susana I. C. J. Palma, Henrique M. A. Costa, Cláudia Alves, Ana C. A. Roque, Margarida

Silveira,, "Optical Gas Sensing with Liquid Crystal Droplets and Convolutional Neural Network", Sensors,

(2021) https://doi.org/10.3390/s21082854 

 

Meysam Basiri, João Gonçalves, José Rosa, Alberto Vale, Pedro Lima, "An autonomous mobile manipulator to

build outdoor structures consisting of heterogeneous brick patterns", SN Applied Sciences, (2021)  

 

mailto:athanasios.vourvopoulos@tecnico.ulisboa.pt
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-021-98489-5
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/cm.21660
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/mrm.28599?__cf_chl_jschl_tk__=TLabuD6NP3Q3unJNy8CbVRDAAM82m_d4NMXi32bt0bo-1635861710-0-gaNycGzNCn0
https://www.mdpi.com/1424-8220/21/8/2854
https://www.mdpi.com/1424-8220/21/8/2854
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs42452-021-04506-7


Joel Reis, Pedro Batista, Paulo Oliveira, Carlos Silvestre, "Attitude, body-fixed Earth rotation rate, and sensor

bias estimation using single observations of direction of gravitational field", Automatica, Elseviei, (2021) 
 
Rômulo Rodrigues, Nikolaos Tsiogkas, António Pascoal, António Pedro Aguiar, "Online Range-based SLAM using

B-spline surface", IEEE Robotics and Automation Letters, (2021)  

 

João Avelino, Leonel Garcia-Marques, Rodrigo Ventura, Alexandre Bernardino, "Break the ice: a survey on

socially aware engagement for human- robot first encounters", International Journal of Social Robotics, (2021)  
 
 

ISR-Lisboa, more than a place to work. A community. 
Follow us in our socials and tag us in yours.
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Our mailing address is: 
isr.connected@isr.ist.utl.pt 
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